ContiConnect™ Live - get tire information regardless of the vehicle’s location.

The next evolutionary step of ContiConnect™ provides all the insights fleet managers need to keep instant control. Tire data are becoming conveniently accessible in real-time and with unprecedented flexibility. Learn more!

Challenge
Real-time requirements
Your vehicles do not return frequently to the fleet yard, but you still wish constant updates on the tires status.

Solution
Better connections with ContiConnect™
With ContiConnect™ Live you take advantage of the ContiConnect™ benefits in real time and receive notifications in case of urgent alerts. And with the ContiConnect™ Driver App you can do so, even if your vehicles are not yet equipped with a telematics solution!

Benefit
Real-time accessibility for faster optimization
ContiConnect™ Live provides 24/7 real-time tire monitoring that’s connected to the cloud. Which means, all data are immediately accessible via a web interface, so you can act faster and regardless of the vehicle’s location.
How it works

**Data collection**
ContiConnect™ Live is accessible either via the Conti Connect Driver App with bluetooth dongle or the Continental Telematic Unit.

**Data transmission**
ContiConnect™ Live transmits real-time sensor data over-the-air to the Continental backend.

**Data stream**
All data are displayed in the drivers’ cabin when using the bluetooth dongle and transmitted to the Continental backend as well.
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